French Language Courses offered at the University of Strasbourg’s
Institut international d'études françaises (IIEF)
(English translation of original document)

THE FRENCH UNIVERSITY DIPLOMA A1 (DUEF A1)
Public
The course is for beginners.
The DUEF A1 allows you to reach and get the A1 CEFR * level.
Number of training hours
The diploma can be prepared in one semester.
 Intensive training: 200 hours / semester
Success diploma will provide access at higher level
Goals
Learn the basics of oral and written communication of everyday life, in order to understand and
make yourself understood in France.
Education
 Comprehension and oral expression : learning to
communicate in real life situations.
 Reading and writing: describe, narrate, inform.
 Word recognition and French sounds pronunciation in a phonetics laboratory.
 Language conversation workshop.
 Various teaching methods: traditional courses,
workshops, self-training multimedia, etc.

* Levels defined by the Council of Europe as part of Common European reference for languages.

French Language Courses offered at the University of Strasbourg’s
Institut international d'études françaises (IIEF)
(English translation of original document)

THE FRENCH UNIVERSITY DIPLOMA A2 (DUEF A2)
Public
The course is designed for beginners students or A1 of CEFR* level.
The DUEF 2 allows you to reach the A2 CEFR level*.
Number of training hours
The diploma can be prepared in one semester.
 Intensive training: 200 hours / semester
Success diploma will provide access at higher level
Goals
Gain the bases of the oral and written communication in the French social life.
Education
 Comprehension and oral expression : learning to
communicate in real life situations.
 Reading and writing: describe, narrate, inform.
 Word recognition and French sounds pronunciation in a phonetics laboratory.
 Language conversation workshop.
 Various teaching methods: traditional courses,
workshops, self-training multimedia, etc.

* Levels defined by the Council of Europe as part of Common European reference for languages.

French Language Courses offered at the University of Strasbourg’s
Institut international d'études françaises (IIEF)
(English translation of original document)

THE FRENCH UNIVERSITY DIPLOMA B1.1
Public
The course is designed for students of A2 of CEFR* level.
Number of training hours
The diploma can be prepared in one semester.
 Intensive training: 200 hours / semester
Success diploma will provide access at higher level
Goals
Make yourself understood, respond to the messages of the everyday life, reach a reasonable
pronunciation level, knowing the basic structures of the French language.
Education


Comprehension and oral expression: learning to communicate in complex life situations,
understanding genuine documents, descriptive documents or informative documents.
 Reading and writing: describe, narrate, inform and debate.
 Word recognition and French sounds pronunciation in a phonetics laboratory.
 Language conversation workshop.
 Various teaching methods: traditional courses,
workshops, self-training multimedia, etc.
 Civilization investigation researches

In addition to your French language course and cultural course, your diploma includes a
mandatory module: civilization investigation researches and two extra optional modules to be
chosen from the B1.1 option list.

* Levels defined by the Council of Europe as part of Common European reference for languages.

French Language Courses offered at the University of Strasbourg’s
Institut international d'études françaises (IIEF)
(English translation of original document)

THE FRENCH UNIVERSITY DIPLOMA B1
Public
The course is designed for students of A2 and B1.1 of CEFR* level.
The DUEF B1 allows you to reach the B1 CEFR level.
Number of training hours
The diploma can be prepared in one semester.
 Intensive training: 200 hours / semester
Success diploma will provide access at higher level
Goals
Make yourself understood, respond to the messages of the everyday life, reach a reasonable
pronunciation level, knowing the basic structures of the French language.
Education


Comprehension and oral expression: learning to communicate in complex life situations,
understanding genuine documents, descriptive documents or informative documents.
 Reading and writing: describe, narrate, inform and debate.
 Word recognition and French sounds pronunciation in a phonetics laboratory.
 Language conversation workshop.
 Various teaching methods: traditional courses,
workshops, self-training multimedia, etc.
 French society: introduction to French culture with a wide thematic variety.

In addition to your French language course and cultural course, your diploma includes a
mandatory module: French society and two extra optional modules to be chosen from the B1
option list. The different options are for instance: introduction to the literature, European
institutions, create and maintain a blog, French gastronomy …
* Levels defined by the Council of Europe as part of Common European reference for languages.

French Language Courses offered at the University of Strasbourg’s
Institut international d'études françaises (IIEF)
(English translation of original document)

THE FRENCH UNIVERSITY DIPLOMA B2
Public
The course is designed for students of B1 of CEFR* level.
The DUEF B2 allows you to reach the B2 CEFR level.
Number of training hours
The diploma can be prepared in one semester.
 Intensive training: 200 hours / semester
Success diploma will provide access at higher level
Goals
Express yourself in a stylistic language and a correct word pronunciation, understand the
thoughts and the information about some contemporary subjects, master the grammatical
elements of the French language.
Education


Comprehension and oral expression: understand genuine documents, informative or
argumentative; develop arguments on related topics; present your views.
 Reading and writing: describe, narrate, inform and debate.
 Word recognition and French sounds pronunciation in a phonetics laboratory.
 Language conversation workshop.
 Various teaching methods: traditional courses,
workshops, self-training multimedia, etc.
 French society: introduction to French culture with a wide thematic variety.
 Phonetics.
In addition to your French language course and cultural course, your diploma includes two
mandatory modules: French society and phonetics, as well as three extra optional modules to
be chosen from the B2 option list. The different options are for instance: political institutions,
creative writing, contemporary world history, literature review, film analysis…
* Levels defined by the Council of Europe as part of Common European reference for languages.

French Language Courses offered at the University of Strasbourg’s
Institut international d'études françaises (IIEF)
(English translation of original document)

THE UNIVERSITY DIPLOMA C1
Public
The course is designed for students of B2 of CEFR* level.
The DUEF C1 allows you to reach the C1 CEFR level.
Number of training hours
The diploma can be prepared in one semester.
 Intensive training: 200 hours / semester
Success diploma will provide access at higher level
Goals
To understand the nuances of the French language, master complex documents, understand
each detail, to express oneself comfortably.
Use French as a language of learning and disciplinary expression.
Education


Comprehension and oral expression: present your point of view and work about a define
topic on a statement, to investigate, to research, participate in a debate.
 Comprehension and written expression: use with ease the technics of reporting, of a
synthesis from selected documents and of a literary essay (argumentative writing).
 Work in a multimedia resources center.
 Various teaching methods: traditional courses,
workshops, self-training multimedia, etc.
 Cultural knowledge.
In addition to your French language course and cultural course, your diploma includes one
mandatory module: cultural knowledge and seven extra optional modules to be chosen from
the C1 option list. The different options are for instance: the history of art, art in France through
the centuries, geopolitics, spelling, international relations, academic methodology, street
languages.
* Levels defined by the Council of Europe as part of Common European reference for languages.

